Vehicles D6 / Appazanna Engineering W
Name: Appazanna Engineering Works Oevvaor jet catamaran
Manufacturer: Appazanna Engineering Works
Model: "Oevvaor" jet catamaran
Class: Airspeeder/Speeder
Scale: Speeder
Length: 15.1 meters
Width: 10.2 meters
Height: 4.3 meters
Skill: Repulsorlift operation: Gaba-18 airspeeder
Crew: 2
Passengers: 2
Cargo Capacity: 50kg
Cover: Full
Consumables: 3 days
Altitude Range: Ground level-1,000 meters
Maneuverability: 2D
Move: 120; 370 km/h (water), 160; 420 km/h (air)
Body Strength: 4D
Weapons:
Blaster cannon
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Vehicle Blasters
Fire Control: 2D
Range: 50-300/800/1.5km
Damage: 4D
Description: The Oevvaor jet catamaran was a dual-purpose airspeeder that saw heavy use in the Battle
of Kashyyyk.
Characteristics
The catamaran was named for the oevvaor, a predatory marine reptile that prowled the coasts of
Kashyyyk. The hulls of the craft were very tough, as they were handcrafted from the wood of wroshyr
trees.
The craft was also extremely quick and agile. They were powered by a compact twin repulsorlift, that
provided lift for atmospheric flight, while also helping to decrease the overall mass of the catamaran, and
a pair of podracer-style engines provided the forward thrust. Finally, a pair of rudders located at the end
of each hull provided steering in both the air and the water.
History

The catamaran was not designed for combat in mind, as it was originally a sports and fishing craft. It was
pressed into military service as a response to Confederacy's invasion of Kashyyyk. As a consequence, it
was lightly armored and lacked any weaponry.
During the battle the passengers were equipped with their own personal bowcaster or blaster cannon,
which could be supported on a small mount that was retrofitted on the craft for the purpose of stabilizing
these weapons when firing.
Oevvaor catamarans were later employed to repel Imperial invasion forces during the early years of the
Empire. Many catamarans had been retrofitted with missile launchers and repeating blasters following
the end of the Separatist invasion.
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